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Abstract9
Magnetic clouds (MCs) transport the magnetic flux and helicity released by the Sun.10
They are generally modeled as a static flux rope traveling in the solar wind, though11
they can present signatures of expansion. We analyze three expanding MCs using a12
self-similar free radial expansion model with a cylindrical linear force-free field (i.e.13
Lundquist solution) as the initial condition. We derive expressions for the magnetic14
fluxes, the magnetic helicity and the magnetic energy per unit length along the flux15
tube. We find that these quantities do not differ more than 25% when using the16
static or expansion model.17
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1 Introduction21
Solar activity sometimes involves transient releases of magnetized plasma into22
the interplanetary medium. This material can be observed in situ as a mag-23
netic cloud (MC). MCs are large scale magnetic flux ropes. They are a subset24
of interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) and carry a large amount25
of magnetic helicity, magnetic flux and energy away from the Sun. The main26
characteristics of these structures have been enumerated by Burlaga and Klein27
(1980): (i) an enhanced magnetic field intensity when compared with its sur-28
roundings, (ii) a smooth and large rotation of the magnetic field vector along29
the observing time period, and (iii) a low proton temperature.30
In general, MCs have been considered as rigid flux ropes that travel through31
the interplanetary medium. In particular, their magnetic field have been fre-32
quently modeled using the Lundquist’s model33
(Lundquist, 1950), which considers a static and axially-symmetric linear force-34
free magnetic configuration (see, e.g., Goldstein, 1983; Burlaga, 1988; Lepping35
et al., 1990; Burlaga, 1995; Lynch et al., 2003). However, there exist many36
other models that can be used to describe the magnetic structure of MCs. A37
not evolving cylindrical shape for the cloud section and a non-linear force-free38
field was considered by Farrugia et al. (1999); while Mulligan et al. (1999),39
Hidalgo et al. (2002), and Cid et al. (2002) supposed a cylindrical cloud but40
a non-force free field. Hu and Sonnerup (2001), and Vandas and Romashets41
(2002) applied non cylindrical static models to MCs.42
However, some MCs present a significantly larger velocity in their front part43
than in their back region. This characteristic shows that the MC is in expan-44
∗ Corresponding author, e-mail: sole@iafe.uba.ar. Fellow of CONICET, Argentina.
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sion. In these cases static models are not able to reproduce closely the observed45
magnetic field profiles; so, several dynamical models have been developed to46
describe these clouds during their observation time. Some of them describe47
the cloud cross-section as a circle considering only a radial expansion (see,48
e.g., Farrugia et al., 1993; Osherovich et al., 1993a; Farrugia et al., 1997), or49
include expansion in both directions, radial and axial (see, e.g., Shimazu and50
Vandas, 2002; Berdichevsky et al., 2003). There are also dynamical models for51
which the cloud has an expanding elliptical shape (Hidalgo, 2003). The main52
aim of these models is to take into account the time evolution of the magnetic53
field as the spacecraft crosses the cloud including the effect that expansion54
may have on the correct interpretation of the observations. In this way, a bet-55
ter determination of the global MC shape and its physical parameters can be56
found.57
One aspect worth to quantify in these structures are the global magnetohy-58
drodynamic (MHD) quantities, such as magnetic flux, magnetic helicity, and59
energy, which are of significant interest to link coronal mass ejections to their60
interplanetary counterparts. These quantities have been computed and com-61
pared using different models (the classical Lundquist’s and other cylindrical62
static models mentioned above) by Dasso et al. (2005b), considering a new63
model independent method for non-expanding MCs by Dasso et al. (2006)64
and for expanding MCs by Dasso et al. (2007). A comparison of different65
techniques applied to fit different models has been done analyzing the output66
of numerical simulations by Riley et al. (2004).67
In this paper we analyze examples for which, due to either the cloud orientation68
or the behavior of the velocity profile, we have to take into account the effects69
of the expansion in the radial direction. We derive expressions for the global70
MHD quantities, assuming a self-similar expansion in the radial component71
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(in the cloud coordinates, see Sec. 3.1) of the field and a cylindrical symmetry.72
We also derive these quantities using the classical static Lundquist’s model.73
The three MCs presented in this work were observed from 1998 to 2001. These74
have been selected from the full set of clouds observed during that period (∼75
40) because their magnetic field shows well-defined cloud characteristics, and76
present the strongest radial expansion with meaningless expansion in the ax-77
ial direction. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a78
brief description of the classical static Lundquist’s model and, in detail, a ra-79
dial self-similar expansion model and deduce the corresponding equations for80
global MHD quantities. In Section 3, we describe our data analysis method;81
while in Section 4, we present the observations and our results for the different82
clouds and both models, static and expansion. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss83
our results and conclude.84
2 Static and expansion models85
2.1 Lundquist model86
Lundquist model (Lundquist, 1950) considers that: (a) the magnetic forces are87
dominant against the pressure gradient, with magnetic pressure balanced by88
magnetic tension, so that ~J× ~B = 0 (force free field, ~J// ~B, where ~J and ~B are89
the current density and magnetic field vectors, respectively), (b) cylindrical90
symmetry, and (c) the ratio between current and the magnetic field intensity is91
uniform (linear force free). Thus, the cylindrical components of the magnetic92
field are:93
Br = 0 (1)94
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Bφ = B0J1(αr) (2)95
Bz = B0J0(αr) (3)96
In these equations Jn are the Bessel functions of the first kind of order n with97
n being natural, α is a constant that represents the ratio between the current98
and | ~B| (α/2 quantifies the twist of the field lines near the cloud center). B0 is99
the strength of the magnetic field at the cloud axis, and r is the radial distance100
to the axis of the cylinder. We will call model S to this model.101
Using Eqs. 1-3, the expressions for the magnetic flux across the plane per-102
pendicular to the cloud axis (Φz), across the surface defined by the cloud103
axis and the radial direction (Φφ), the relative magnetic helicity (Hr), and104
the magnetic energy (Em) can be derived (see e.g. Dasso et al. (2003, 2005b);105
Nakwacki et al. (2005)):106
Φz =
2π
α
RB0J1(αR) (4)
107
Φφ
L
=
B0
α
[1− J0(αR)] (5)
108
Hr
L
=
2π
α
B20R
2[J21 (αR)− J0(αR)J2(αR)] (6)109
Em
L
=
B20R
2
8
[2J21 (αR)− J0(αR)J2(αR) + J
2
0 (αR)] (7)110
In these equations R is the cloud radius and the last three quantities are111
computed per unit length (L).112
2.2 Free radial self-similar expansion113
We summarize the basic equations for the self-similar expansion model used114
by Osherovich et al. (1993b) and Farrugia et al. (1993) and we derive the115
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global MHD quantities (Φz, Φφ/L, Hr/L, and Em/L). This model partially116
explains the asymmetry observed in the magnetic field of clouds that present117
a significant radial expansion, while traversed by the spacecraft. This model118
considers: (a) the continuity equation, (b) the inertial term in the Navier-119
Stokes equation equal to zero (i.e. no forces are applied to any element of120
fluid), and (c) the ideal induction equation, all of them in cylindrical symmetry,121
allowing only a dependence on r and t (i.e. any quantity M can be written as122
M = M(r, t)). The system of equations is:123
∂tρ+
1
r
∂r(rρVr) = 0 (8)
124
∂tVr +
1
r
(Vr∂r)Vr = 0 (9)
125
∂tAr = 0 (10)126
∂tAz = −
Vr
r
∂r(rAφ) (11)
127
∂tAφ = −Vr∂r(Az) (12)128
where ρ is the mass density, Vr is the plasma radial velocity, and Ar, Aφ, and129
Az are the components of ~A which is the vector potential ( ~B = ~∇× ~A), and,130
in this case, depends only on r and t ( ~A(r, t)).131
The dependence of the relevant physical quantities on r and t is assumed132
to be self-similar; so, r and t are combined in η = r/ξ(t), where ξ(t) is a133
function depending on the forces applied on the system. From Eq. 8, we obtain134
Vr(r, t) =
rξ
′
(t)
ξ(t)
. Replacing this expression for the velocity in Eq. 9, we get
135
ξ(t) ∝ t (free radial expansion). Thus, the temporal evolution of the radial136
component of the velocity field can be written as:137
Vr(r, t) =
r
T (1 + t/T )
(13)
138
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where T can be interpreted as the cloud age (i.e. the duration of the selfsimilar139
expansion prior to the start of Wind observations at 1 AU (see Farrugia et al.,140
1993)).141
From the velocity evolution, we obtain the time evolution for the cloud radius142
(size), which increases with t as:143
R(t) = R∗
1 + t/T
1 + t∗/T
, (14)
144
where R∗ is the cloud radius at a given reference time t = t∗.145
To find the magnetic field configuration under these conditions, we use Eqs. 11-146
12 imposing that the magnetic fluxes also depend on the self-similar variable.147
Once this is done, we write the magnetic field component in terms of the148
magnetic fluxes and assume that at some time (tˆ) the magnetic field is linear149
force-free. However, this configuration can change with time, according with150
the temporal evolution implied from the dependence with η. With all these151
considerations, the magnetic field can be written as:152
Br = 0, (15)153
Bφ(r, t) = B
φ
0 (t)J1(α(t)r), (16)154
Bz(r, t) = B
z
0(t)J0(α(t)r), (17)155
where Bz0(t) = Bˆ0
(1+tˆ/T )2
(1+t/T )2
, Bφ0 (t) = Bˆ0
1+tˆ/T
1+t/T
, and α(t) = αˆ 1+tˆ/T
1+t/T
, with Bˆ0 and156
αˆ constants. We will call model E to this model.157
From Eqs. 15-17 we derive expressions for the relative magnetic helicity per158
unit length, the fluxes, and the magnetic energy per unit length:159
Φz =
2π
αˆ
RˆBˆ0J1(αˆRˆ) (18)
160
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Φφ
L
=
Bˆ0
αˆ
[1− J0(αˆRˆ)] (19)
161
Hr
L
=
2π
αˆ
Bˆ20Rˆ
2[J21 (αˆRˆ)− J0(αˆRˆ)J2(αˆRˆ)] (20)162
Em
L
=
Bˆ20Rˆ
2
8
[(1 +
(1 + tˆ
T
)
(1 + t
T
)
)J21 (αˆRˆ)− J0(αˆRˆ)J2(αˆRˆ) +
(1 + tˆ
T
)
(1 + t
T
)
J20 (αˆRˆ)](21)
163
where Rˆ is the radius of the cloud at tˆ. From the previous Eqs. we see that Φz ,164
Φφ/L and Hr/L are constant with time. The expansion produces an increment165
on R(t), which cancels the decay of Bφ,z0 (t) and α(t). On the other hand,166
the magnetic energy per unit length (Eq. 21) depends on time. Note that in167
t = tˆ the expression for Em/L is the same as for the Lundquist magnetic168
configuration (Eq. 7).169
3 Data analysis170
3.1 Method of analysis171
The magnetic field observations we analyze here are in GSE (Geocentric Solar172
Ecliptic) coordinates. In this right-handed system of coordinates, xˆGSE corre-173
sponds to the Earth-Sun direction, zˆGSE points to the North (perpendicular174
to the ecliptic plane) and yˆGSE is in the ecliptic plane and points to the dusk175
when an observer is near Earth (thus, opposing to the planetary motion).176
To understand the cloud properties it is convenient to define a local system177
of coordinates linked to the cloud (i.e., the cloud frame). In this system zˆcloud178
is along ~B, such that zˆcloud. ~B > 0 at the cloud axis. Since the speed of the179
cloud is mainly in the Sun-Earth direction and is much larger than the space-180
craft speed, which can be supposed to be at rest during the cloud observing181
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time, we assume a rectilinear spacecraft trajectory in the cloud frame. The182
trajectory defines a direction dˆ; so, we take yˆcloud in the direction zˆcloud × dˆ183
and xˆcloud to complete the right-handed orthonormal base (xˆcloud, yˆcloud, zˆcloud).184
Thus, Bx,cloud, By,cloud, Bz,cloud are the components of ~B in this new base.185
The cloud frame is especially useful when the impact parameter, p (the min-186
imum distance from the spacecraft to the cloud axis), is small compared to187
the MC radius. In particular, for p = 0 and a MC described using a cylindri-188
cal magnetic configuration, ~B(r) = Bz(r)zˆ + Bφ(r)φˆ, we have xˆcloud = rˆ and189
yˆcloud = φˆ when the spacecraft leaves the cloud.190
In this case, the magnetic field data obtained by the spacecraft will show:191
Bx,cloud = 0, a large and coherent variation of By,cloud (with a change of sign),192
and an intermediate and coherent variation of Bz,cloud, from low values at one193
cloud edge, taking the largest value at its axis and returning to low values at194
the other edge.195
We also define the latitude angle (θ) between the ecliptic plane and the cloud196
axis, as well as the longitude angle (φ) between the projection of the axis on197
the ecliptic plane and the Earth-Sun direction (xˆGSE), measured counterclock-198
wise (see Figure 1). These angles will give the cloud orientation. The minimum199
variance (MV) method (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) has been used to estimate200
the orientation of MCs (see e.g., Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998; Lepping et al.,201
1990; Farrugia et al., 1999; Dasso et al., 2003; Gulisano et al., 2005). It pro-202
vides a good estimation of the MC orientation if p is small compared to R and203
if the in/out bound magnetic fields are not significantly asymmetric. For ideal204
static cylindrical Lundquist’s MCs (linear force free field), a quantification (in205
function of p) of the differences between the real direction of the cloud axis and206
that obtained using the MV method (Gulisano et al., 2007). Moreover, when a207
cloud presents a strong expansion, the directions found with the MV method208
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will mix two different effects in the variance of the field: (1) the effect of the209
coherent rotation of ~B (which provides the cloud orientation) and (2) the ef-210
fect of the cloud ’aging’ (the decrease of the field strength with time due to211
magnetic flux conservation combined with cloud expansion). This latter effect212
is not associated with the cloud orientation; thus, we apply the MV technique213
to the normalized field, ~B(t)/| ~B(t)|, to decrease the influence of cloud ’aging’.214
Once we determine θ and φ, we construct a rotation matrix from the GSE215
to the cloud system and we obtain the components of the observed magnetic216
field in the cloud coordinates: Bx,cloud, By,cloud, Bz,cloud.217
3.2 Fitting method218
After finding the orientation of the cloud, we fit models for the velocity and the219
magnetic field observed profiles to obtain the parameters that better describe220
the clouds under these models. These parameters will be also used to calculate221
the relevant MHD quantities. Next sections give an explanation of both fitting222
(velocity and magnetic field).223
3.2.1 Fitting the velocity profile224
The speed of the spacecraft can be considered as constant in the frame of the225
MC center of mass; in this way, we can give an estimation of the spacecraft226
position as rsat = U(t − tc), where tc (center time) is the time at which the227
spacecraft crosses the cloud center, and U is the bulk velocity of the cloud.228
We can define δ = tf − t0 as the observational range of time, with t0 the cloud229
start time and tf the cloud end time.230
For the static case, we can give an estimation of tc as tc = δ/2 + t0 coinciding231
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with the center of the structure. With these considerations the radial position232
rsat is defined such that rsat < 0 before the spacecraft crosses the cloud axis233
and rsat > 0 after crossing it.234
For MCs in expansion, tc will not necessarily coincide with the central crossing235
time, due to the asymmetry given by the expansion. In this case, we find236
tc = 2tf/(1 + tf/T ). This expression can be obtained using rsat and the Eq.237
14 (both measured from T , which is used as the reference time (t0 = T ))238
evaluated in T (rsat(T ) = RT ) and in tf (rsat(tf ) = Rf). In this way, we can239
write tf = T + δ. Then, we replace tc in Eq. 13 measured from T , where we240
have used that r = rsat. The total velocity is the expansion plus the translation241
velocity, represented by U :242
Vx,cloud(t) = U + U [
T+δ
T+t
1 + δ
2T
] (22)
243
To make an additional simplification we assume that the bulk velocity U can244
be estimated as U ∼< Vx,cloud >, < Vx,cloud > being the mean value of speed245
during the observing time. Then, the observed Vx,cloud(t) can be model by:246
Vx,cloud(t) =< Vx,cloud > + < Vx,cloud > [
T+δ
T+t
1 + δ
2T
] (23)
247
We compare observations of Vx,cloud with Eq. 23, and fit this model to the248
data using the ”fminunc” routine of Matlab (version 6.5 R13) to find the free249
parameter T .250
3.2.2 Fitting the magnetic profile251
The free parameters {B0, α} for the Lundquist’s model, and {Bˆ0, αˆ, tˆ} for252
the expansion model are fitted to the observations of the magnetic field com-253
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ponents By,cloud and Bz,cloud using the same nonlinear fitting routine as for T .254
The theoretical expressions for the components of the magnetic field are given255
by Eqs. 2-3 for model S and by Eqs. 16-17 for model E. It is important to256
notice that in both cases, S and E, the free parameters are fitted such that,257
Bz,cloud(r = R) is not necessarily zero.258
4 Observations and results259
4.1 The observations260
We study three MCs observed from 1998 to 2001 that belong to an extended set261
of∼ 40 MCs identified in this period by R. Lepping (http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov-262
/mfi/mag cloud/pub1.html). The number identifying the cloud and the start263
and end times are shown in the first 3 colu ns of Table 1. These clouds were264
selected because of their well-behaved magnetic profiles, their velocity profiles265
showing expansion and their low proton β parameter, βp (i.e., the ratio be-266
tween the proton pressure and the magnetic pressure), as expected from the267
two commonly observed signatures in MC: low proton temperature and high268
| ~B|.269
We analyze in situ measurements of the magnetic field components in GSE270
obtained by the Magnetic Field Instrument (MFI, Lepping et al. (1995)) and271
plasma data obtained by the Solar Wind Experiment (SWE, Ogilvie et al.272
(1995)), both aboard Wind. The temporal cadence of MFI data is 3 seconds,273
while for SWE it is 100 seconds. We set the boundaries of the clouds using the274
information available in Lepping’s cloud identification web page (see Table 1).275
The orientation angles of the cloud axis, θ and φ, are given in the fourth and276
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sixth columns of Table 1. We compare our angles with those informed by R.277
Lepping in http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/mag cloud S1.html, the latter are278
include in the fifth and seventh columns of Table 1. For clouds 1 and 3 the279
difference with Lepping’s angles (for both θ and φ) is less than 19◦; but for280
cloud 2 the difference in φ is ∼ 35◦, while θ takes the same value. The previous281
webpage also reports an estimation for p/R (included in the last column of282
Table 1), which is less than 15% for cloud 1 and 3 and less than 26% for cloud283
2. Thus, because the spacecraft is crossing close to the axis of the clouds, it284
is a good assumption to consider p ≪ R. It is noteworthy that the angles285
obtained with the normalized MV method differ by less than 7◦ from those286
obtained with a non-normalized MV.287
We analyze βp OMNI data with a temporal cadence of 1 minute (for fur-288
ther information see http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/html/ow data.html). Lep-289
ping et al. (2003) determined the typical values for parameters characterizing290
MCs, they concluded that βp ≪ 1, being its typical value ∼ 0.12. The value of291
< βp > (i.e. mean value of βp during the MCs observation time) is shown in292
Table 1 for each cloud. The three MCs analyzed here have βp < 0.08, which293
is below the typical one reported by Lepping et al. (2003).294
The profiles of the dimensionless parameter βp are shown in Figure 2. From295
these figures we an see that in the three events a sudden change of βp (from296
the higher values typical in solar wind to the lower ones typical in MCs) clearly297
marks the beginning of the clouds; but we want to emphasize that after the298
end boundaries (selected by R. Lepping from the observed magnetic behavior),299
the values of βp do not return to the typical solar wind values for cloud 3, while300
they do for MCs 1 and 2. In this region βp remains being low. This signature,301
beyond the trailing edge of the MC, is consistent with the observation of a302
structure which originally was part of the rear of a previous larger closed flux303
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rope, as discussed by Dasso et al. (2006) for a different MC. In the example304
studied in Dasso et al. (2006), those authors proposed that magnetic flux was305
earlier removed from the cloud front due to magnetic reconnection between306
the MC front and its environment; however, magnetic flux at the rear was not307
removed and it still remained there at 1AU. Thus, a back region presenting βp308
values typical of MCs are observed after the flux rope, as in the clouds studied309
here.310
4.2 Velocity results311
From the fitted T (described in Sec. 3.2.1), we calculate the initial radius (R0,312
when Wind enters the cloud) and the final radius (Rf , when Wind leaves the313
cloud). To compare these values with the static case, we also compute the314
static radius Rs as one half of the total distance traveled by Wind through315
the MC, considering a constant speed equal to < Vx,cloud >.316
Figure 3 shows the three velocity profiles, a variation of less than 100 km/s317
is present between the start time and the end time for the three clouds. The318
MC labeled as 1 presents the largest fluctuations, while MC 3 the smallest319
one and the best fitting.320
Table 2 shows the fitted parameter T , < Vx,cloud >, and the radii for the three321
clouds. The first cloud is the oldest and slowest, and the last is the youngest322
and fastest. For the three MCs, Rs is between R0 and Rf and the values are323
similar.324
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4.3 Magnetic field results325
Figure 4 shows the observations and models for the magnetic field profiles; the326
dots correspond to the observations, the thin full lines to model E, and the327
thick dashed lines to model S. We show (vertical thin dashed lines) the cloud328
boundaries and also the cloud center time, as deduced from model E (i.e., the329
time at which the spacecraft crosses the cloud axis). These times are 01:38330
UT on August 21, 1998, for cloud 1, 00:20 UT on August 10, 1999, for cloud331
2, and 12:12 UT on April 22, 2001, for cloud 3.332
In Table 3 we report the parameters obtained from the fitting, as well as333
χ2 =< ( ~Bobs − ~Bfit)2 >, where ’obs’ and ’fit’ correspond to the observations334
and the fitting, respectively. Note that the condition αR ∼ 2.4048 is valid for335
the static case and also for the expansion model. However, in the later model,336
α and R depend on t, so from the expressions given in Sec. 2.2 we obtain337
α(t)R(t) = αˆRo(1+ tˆ/T ), where tˆ is fitted to the data. Whether this condition338
is satisfied or not can be seen computing the expression given above. Clearly,339
for model S we obtain that αRs is in the range [2− 2.8], and for model E this340
range is: [1.8− 2.6].341
The values of χ2 are proxies for the quality of the fitting. Cloud number 3342
(April, 2001) shows the best quality fitting for model E, in agreement with343
the best fitting for the bulk velocity (right panel of Figure 3).344
From Figure 4 we can see that, as shown in Table 3, the best fitting is found345
for model E (both models give similar values of χ2 for cloud 2).346
The observed decay of the azimuthal field component, 1−|Bobsy,cloud(tf)|/|B
obs
y,cloud(t0)|,347
turns out to be 46%, 29%, and 22% for clouds 1, 2 and 3, respectively. For348
model E, this component is expected to decay as 1−|Bfity,cloud(tf )|/|B
fit
y,cloud(t0)|,349
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which corresponds to 13%, 12%, and 14%, which is significantly lower than350
the observed decay. This indicates that the observed asymmetry is not only351
due to the cloud expansion but also due to spatial asymmetries. Of course, the352
prediction of model S is that |By,cloud(t)| will be the same at the cloud start353
and end.354
4.4 Computing MHD global invariants355
From Eqs. (4-7) and (18-21) and the fitted parameters for models S and E356
(see Tables 2-3), we compute the cloud global MHD quantities. Table 4 shows357
the results.358
For the fluxes and the magnetic helicity we compute the relative difference359
between the values obtained with both models (∆ = S−E
<S,E>
, where < S,E >=360
(S + E)/2). Considering the three studied MCs, we find that, the axial mag-361
netic flux Φz is in the range [0.13 − 0.26]nTAU
2 and changing the model it362
varies in less than 14%. Similarly, the azimuthal magnetic flux per unit length363
Φφ/L is in the range [0.45− 0.90]nTAU and varies in less than 25%. We have364
also found that the magnetic helicities per unit length Hr/L are in the range365
[0.11 − 0.18]nT2AU3 with a variation of less than 17%. The ranges for the366
three quantities were obtained considering both models, static and expansion.367
For the magnetic energy we perform a different comparison between both368
models because model E predicts a decay, while S does not. We compute ∆369
between the initial and final values for model E and we find that the magnetic370
energy decay is less than 12% during the observed range of time. We also com-371
pare the magnetic energy values (Em) between both models, computing now372
∆ = (S − Eav)/ < S,Eav >, where Eav is the average value of Em for model373
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E (averaging its start and final values). For clouds number 2 and 3, we obtain374
∆ . 15%, while for cloud 1 we find that ∆ ∼ 25%. The range for this quantity375
is [0.10− 0.20]nT2AU2.376
5 Summary, discussion and conclusions377
We have studied three magnetic clouds (MCs) observed by Wind between378
1998 and 2001, which showed signatures of significant expansion and a well379
behaved magnetic field. The main aim of our study is to quantify MHD global380
quantities in these examples using an expansion model. Then, to compare381
the later values to those derived from the more generally used static model382
(Lundquist model) in order to evaluate the uncertainty in the results found383
when using static models. One of the reasons to improve the estimation of384
magnetic fluxes and helicity in MCs is that these quantities can be used to385
link solar phenomena with their manifestations in the interplanetary medium,386
since they are conserved both in the solar atmosphere and in the heliosphere.387
In particular, Mandrini et al. (2005b) and Luoni et al. (2005) compared the388
coronal magnetic helicity released from a very small and a typical AR with389
the helicity content of the associated MCs. They found a very good agreement390
between the coronal and interplanetary values for both events. The difference391
between the small and large events was around 3 orders of magnitude.392
We set the boundaries of the three studied MCs as those selected by R. Lep-393
ping. Finding the boundaries for some MCs is an open issue (e.g., Russell and394
Shinde, 2005; Wimmer-Schweingruber et al., 2006). For the three cases studied395
here, we observe a sudden change of βp, from high values (typical of the solar396
wind) to low values (typical of MCs), in agreement with the times set for the397
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cloud start time. However, a low value of βp still remains beyond the cloud398
end times selected considering the behavior of the magnetic field components.399
As suggested by Dasso et al. (2006), the existence of cloud properties beyond400
the selected end time (beyond the rear part chosen for the cloud) can be a401
indirect signature of its interaction (via magnetic reconnection) with the front402
surrounding solar wind, which removed magnetic flux from the front of the403
previously larger original flux rope. This kind of interaction allows that part404
of the outer larger original flux rope still remains in the back of the MC.405
The two models used for the analysis are based on Lundquist’s solution. As406
mentioned above, one is the classical static solution and the second one in-407
cludes a self-similar radial expansion. The expansion rate is obtained fitting408
the model to the observed plasma velocity. We derive expressions for the mag-409
netic fluxes, helicity, and energy, for the expansion model, we quantify these410
values using parameters coming from a fitting to the observations, and, finally,411
we compare these values to those coming from the classical static model.412
We have found that, assuming a cloud length of ∼ 1AU, the azimuthal flux413
(Φφ) is larger than the axial flux (Φz); in particular Φφ is always at least a414
factor of 2 larger than Φz for the three MCs and the two models studied here.415
In the extreme case (model E for the cloud 1 on August, 1998) Φφ is almost416
one order of magnitude larger than Φz. Similar results were found by Mandrini417
et al. (2005b) and Attrill et al. (2006) who computed the magnetic flux in the418
two dimming regions associated with two eruptions (see also, Webb et al.,419
2000). In both works it was found that the flux in the dimmings was compara-420
ble mainly to the flux in the azimuthal component of the MC (when assuming421
a length compatible with both solar and interplanetary observations). These422
results led these authors to propose that the ejected flux rope is formed by423
successive reconnections in a sheared arcade during the eruption process (see424
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also, Mandrini et al., 2005a).425
The three events analyzed have cloud typical sizes (R ∼ 0.1 AU), but smaller426
values for the magnetic axial field (B0 ∼ 10 nT) than those typically ob-427
served at 1AU (B0 ∼ 20 nT) (see, Lepping et al., 2003). The range of values428
found for the helicity (see Sec. 4.4) is equivalent to [5.6-9.1]×1041Mx2/AU,429
and is in agreement with the range obtained from an statistical study (us-430
ing Lundquist’s model) by van Driel-Gesztelyi et al. (2003). These authors431
found a mean value for Hr/L = 4 × 10
42Mx2/AU, larger than the values ob-432
tained here but with a spread of more than 3 orders of magnitude. On the433
other hand, quantifications of Hr/L comparing different static models to de-434
scribe different magnetic configurations in MCs were done by Gulisano et al.435
(2005) and Dasso et al. (2005a). It was found that the differences in Hr/L436
when changing from static model was much smaller than when changing from437
event. For the cloud set studied by these later authors, Hr/L stayed in the438
range ∼ 1041 − 1043Mx2/AU; the range of Hr/L presented here agrees with439
these two studies.440
As in Gulisano et al. (2005) and Dasso et al. (2005a), we have also found that441
the difference of Hr/L when changing models (but in this work comparing an442
static and an expansion model) is smaller than the difference when the cloud443
is changed (see Table 4). This also is true for the axial magnetic flux (Dasso444
et al., 2005a) and for the azimuthal magnetic flux per unit length (comparing445
the results obtained by Attrill et al. (2006) and those in Dasso et al. (2006)446
which differ in almost a factor 3). Thus, we conclude thatHr/L, Φz, and Φφ/L,447
can be obtained as a first order approximation using a simple static model,448
since considering the radial expansion effect will not affect strongly their val-449
ues. Finally, all the previous results suggest that these global MHD quantities450
are well determined in clouds, even in those showing strong expansion.451
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Fig. 1. Magnetic cloud orientation. The directions of the GSE system (X, Y, Z, in
the figure) are shown together with the ecliptic (horizontal in figure) plane. The
magnetic cloud axis defines the angles θ and φ.
Table 1
General information for the clouds. Each row corresponds to a different cloud.
The first column indicates the cloud number, the second and third columns
show the initial and final times (day/month/year hh:mm, in Universal Time),
respectively, the fourth and sixth columns correspond to the angles (θ and φ)
that give the cloud axis orientation found by minimun variance analysis, the
fifth and seventh columns show the angles (θl and φl) given in Lepping’s web
page (http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/mag cloud S1.html), the eighth column is the
mean value of the proton β parameter (βp) during the MC observation, and the last
column shows the impact parameter as informed in Lepping’s web page.
Fig. 2. Proton β parameter (βp) for the three studied MCs. Left panel corresponds
to cloud 1, central panel to cloud 2, and right panel to cloud 3. The values derived
from observations are shown with small dots. Vertical dashed lines indicate the MC
boundaries (as given in Table 1). Horizontal dotted lines mark the reference value
βp = 0.12.
Table 2
Parameters derived from the bulk speed observations. The first column shows the
cloud number (each row corresponds to a different MC), the second one T , and the
third one the mean velocity. The fourth, fifth, and sixth columns correspond to the
initial, static and final radii, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The three velocity profiles. The left panel corresponds to cloud 1, the central
one to cloud 2, and to right one to cloud 3. The observations are shown with dots
and the fitting is indicated by a thick full line. The two vertical dashed lines mark
the cloud start and end times.
Table 3
Fitted magnetic parameters. The first column corresponds to the cloud number and
the second to the model (S for static Lundquist and E for self-similar expansion),
the third, fourth and fifth columns are the fitted values (B0 and α for S, and Bˆ0, αˆ,
and tˆ for E), the last column shows the χ2 values which indicate the qualitiy of the
fitting. Notice that in model E, α(t)R(t) = αˆR0(1 + tˆ/T ) remains as a constant.
Fig. 4. Magnetic field profiles. Left, central, and right panels correspond to clouds
1, 2, and 3, respectively. The observations are shown with dots, S model is indicated
by thick dashed lines, and E model by thin full lines. Vertical thin dashed lines mark
the start, center and end times for each MC (see main text).
Table 4
Global MHD quantities for the fitted models. The first column indicates the cloud
number, the second one the model (S for static Lundquist and E for self-similar
expansion), the next five columns show the global quantities in the following order:
the magnetic flux across a surface perpendicular to zˆcloud, the magnetic flux per
unit length across a surface perpendicular to yˆcloud (which is similar to φˆ for a low
impact parameter as in the clouds studied here, see Sec. 3.1), the magnetic helicity
per unit length (Eqs. (6) and (20)), and the initial and final magnetic energy per
unit length.
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Fig. 1.
Table 1
MC Start End θ θl φ φl < βp > pl
1 20/08/98 10:18 21/08/98 19:18 14◦ 18◦ 294◦ 287◦ 0.045 -13 %
2 09/08/99 10:48 10/08/99 15:48 75◦ 75◦ 138◦ 133◦ 0.072 26%
3 22/04/01 00:54 23/04/01 01:24 −62◦ −78◦ 274◦ 293◦ 0.074 5%
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Fig. 2.
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Table 2
MC T < Vx,cloud > R0 Rs Rf
(days) (km/s) (AU) (AU) (AU)
1 9.2 -256 0.09 0.10 0.11
2 8.6 -315 0.10 0.11 0.12
3 6.1 -357 0.09 0.10 0.11
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Table 3
MC Model B0 or Bˆ0 α or αˆ tˆ χ
2
(nT) (AU−1) (days) (nT 2)
1 S 16 28 – 25
1 E 33 43 -3 14.4
2 S 11 -19 – 20.3
2 E 20 -25 -2.4 20.3
3 S 14 -20 – 10.9
3 E 18 -23 -0.4 6.8
Table 4
MC Model Φz Φφ/L Hr/L E
0
m/L E
f
m/L
nTAU2 nTAU nT2AU3 nT2AU2 nT2AU2
1 S 0.15 0.70 0.15 0.15 -
1 E 0.13 0.90 0.17 0.20 0.19
2 S 0.21 0.45 -0.11 0.10 -
2 E 0.21 0.54 -0.13 0.12 0.11
3 S 0.26 0.57 -0.17 0.16 -
3 E 0.25 0.63 -0.18 0.18 0.16
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Fig. 4.
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